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This slide explains the concepts of indication and opportunity. It will be further 
explained in slide 13 when scenarios are demonstrated in video. 

indication :. There is an indication for hand hygiene whenever there is a risk of a 
health-care worker’s hands transmitting pathogens during health-care delivery. 
Indications correspond the four moments of hand hygiene 

The “before” indications are present when there is a risk of microbial transmission to 
the patient; the actions that correspond to these indications protect the patient. 
The “after” indications are present when there is a risk of microbial transmission to 
the health-care worker and/or to the health-care environment (and to any other 
person present); the actions that correspond to these indications protect health-care 
workers and the health-care environment and ultimately other patients.. 

Opportunity  At a simple level, each opportunity must be followed by an action (i.e. 
hand hygiene).
The correct moment for hand hygiene is usually termed “opportunity”. According to 

an evidence-based model of hand transmission,1,885 the opportunity corresponds to 
the period between the moment in which hands become colonized after touching a 
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surface (either environment or patient) and the moment in which hands touch a 
receptor surface

An example of this is : a multibed ward and you have left patient A did hand hygiene,  
went directly to patient B. this shows two indications for hand hygiene ( before and 
after)  but one opportunity.
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• If a HCP feels uncomfortable with your presence you would cease the audit on that 
individual.
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This is how the IPad screen will look before you launch the audit. Your regional health 

Care Authority may have chosen a Hand Hygiene Icon that appears different from the 

in shown in this slide. When you launch the app for the first time on a new

device you must have a live network connection. You will be prompted

to enter a Registration Code. You should have received this code via e-

mail from your system Administrator. Once you enter the code the 

system will download the latest data and proceed to the launch screen

In some RHAs the IT department may “ launch”the
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Use Button One to start a new audit . Use Button 2 to open an existing audit.
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The next slide shows how to fill out this required information in greater detail
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Region, Facility , Observer and unit should all be preloaded . You will only have to 
select from a drop down box by pressing on ˅  symbol. 
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This is a drop down button – all categories of HCP should  be listed for you o chose 
from. 
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You can add comments in the HCP descriptor box . These comments are not saved in 
the audit but used to identify the HCP if you are observing multiple HCPs  of the same 
category. If you touch the button shown by the arrow this will minimize the other 
audits so the screen is easier to use. 
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1. Health Care descriptor 

2. 2. If you wish to delete all observations for this particular HCP, 

use this trash icon ( button 2 in picture)

3. Tap on the appropriate moment observed. To clear a moment 

just tap on it a second time ( button 3 in picture)

4. Choose the result of your observation. To clear a result, tap on 

it again

5. Select any guideline items that would inform the

observation Button 5 .Note: a Guideline may have 

additional options available, see larger picture

6. Use this button to add a comment to the observation if 

there is no Hand Hygiene preformed.

7. Use this button to delete an individual observation -

button 7 in  picture , please note it is again the “ trash 
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can”

8. Use this button to add another observation for the same HCP
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1. Use the Edit link to open an existing audit
2. Use the Delete link to delete an existing audit. You will be prompted for 
confirmation
3. Use the Upload button to submit an audit to the server. You will receive 
confirmation when the audit is successfully uploaded
4. In the unlikely event an audit was not received successfully by the 
server but was marked as uploaded, it can be retrieved using Export. This will create a 
CSV file, and gives you the option of e-mailing it to your system administrator
5. Once an audit is uploaded it will be marked as Complete. Completed audits are 
saved for seven days  before they are auto deleted
6.   In the event that you have multiple audits saved locally, you have the option of 
submitting all audits at once using the Upload All link

7. Use Close to exit the open existing audit screen
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Record which Moment is being audited.
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Record if hand hygiene occurred and the method used – Hand Washing or Alcohol 
Based Hand Rub ( ABHR). If there is an indication to preform hand hygiene and no  
hand washing occurs record as a miss.
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When a miss is recorded a drop down menu will appear . You may select from this for 
comments . Thi8s feedback is useful in providing feedback.
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Record You may also indicate if a good or poor technique was used. Many RHAs only 
record this if there was an issue with technique. An example of this would be turning 
off the tap with out using a paper towel. 
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Record if there are factors that affect hand hygiene
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